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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

By Léo Lefebvre, President,
TORONTO USERS GROUP
for Power Systems

JUNE 2010

W

ith all of the excitement and
buzz around, is it news to
anybody if I say that TEC
2010 was a great success? …
that we had three times as many attendees
as last year? …that the Seneca College
location was considered by many as the best
fit for a conference like ours?

You will read more about TEC 2010 in this
edition, so I will not elaborate too much
here.
But once again, I would like to publicly
thank the Seneca College IT Chair Evan
Weaver who allowed us to use the college
facilities for our event and made sure that
his staff and the college personal would
help us as well. Without Evan, TEC could
not have been presented at Seneca College.
Everybody at the college was great! If we had
a problem, we had someone to look after it,
especially the technical crew directed by
Mark Olearo. To quote Russell Pangborn,
professor at the college, who himself was a
key person for the TEC 2010 success:
“Mark helped support our speakers in the
various labs and solved problems that didn’t
always come under his set of responsibilities.
Ultimately, he cared about what type of
image we projected to the many businesses
and speakers who were in attendance. I felt
we were on the same team with a common
goal during this conference.”
Again our warmest recognition to all of
the people at Seneca College from top to
bottom, from Evan Weaver to the students
who worked as session managers.

is coming soon...
How shall we celebrate?
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TUG President Léo Lefebvre at TEC 2010
TEC 2010 was just the beginning... We
still have many other events to tell you
about and the first event that is almost at
our doors is our next Meeting of Members
(what we like to call MoM.) Normally our
next MoM would be sometime around May
19 or May 26, but since TEC was in April
this year, and we combined our March 2010
MoM with TEC 2010, we decided to delay
the May MoM to June 2nd. At the time
of this note, the selected topic is “System
Storage Trends for i Users”. IBM i storage
technology has gone through complete
and thorough technology evolution just as
the system has. So, it’s time for a thorough
review of the storage technologies available
today. What does it means to the average
system i user? Should they be interested
or worried? This is another excellent topic
to inform the “IBM Power Community”
of the many choices that we have, and the
benefits of those great technologies. For
more information, read a bit further in this
publication under the title “Agenda” or just
click here at www.tug.ca/agenda. And, by
the way, I forgot to mention that this next
meeting will take place at the IBM Canada

Head Office Building, 3600 Steeles Avenue
East, Markham. The presentation will start
at 2:00 pm in the Auditorium, after a pizza
lunch and an AIX Power presentation.
Registration will start at 12:00 noon.
Then, comes June…What’s in June you
would ask? Our Golf Charity Tournament,
of course! Our 22nd annual tournament
will be held once more at the Glen Eagle
Golf Club, in Caledon, ON. (http://www.
gleneagle.ca/). Again this year our charity
organization is Bloorview Kids Rehab and
we will try to beat our last year’s donation
of $2,000…. Yes, we can! With a little bit of
your help! Don’t forget to register!
And remember, this year is TUG’s 25th
anniversary. Yes, TUG was formed by a
few eager volunteers in 1985 and we want
to celebrate the occasion. Preparations are
underway and we will let you know as soon
as we have more concrete news about date
and location for this special event.
Stay tuned, TUG’s Odyssey Continues…

TG
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The Odyssey Continues
TEC 2010 Wrap-up
By Mark Buchner

W

New
Location:
Seneca @
York
The typical feed- Mark Buchner
back was that attendees were pleasantly surprised with the
quality and value of Seneca@York and that
it exceeded their expectations. We knew
that the location is central to the GTA, superbly equipped, modern and scalable.

Photos by Léo Lefebvre

  hat a fantastic community
our IBM Power Systems Users Group is! The success of
TEC 2010 was a testament to
the partnership between the community of
college/university, users, vendors, IBM and
a dedicated TUG. We had 356 conference
registrations, which is more than a 300%
increase from the year before and clear evi-

dence that local IBM user communities are
alive and well! TEC 2010 took many risks
with this new project, including the following:
• All-new location Seneca@York
University vs. traditional hotel
• Introduced new topics: Commercial
Open Source and Mobile Computing
• Introduced new partners: Kryos,
SugarCRM, Zend, RIM, xTuple, and
Nulogx

Seneca @ York Library
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to Seneca (through Linda Grigoleit
at Partners in Education). We were
concerned about how expansive the facility
is; specifically the distances involved going
between TEL and SEQ buildings. We did
gain some feedback helping us to make
the conference more intimate next year
and placing more refreshment stations.
We were also concerned about first time
visitors being overwhelmed by the sheer
size of the York U campus and getting lost
finding the appropriate buildings, but they
seemed to be able to manage that.

Mel Beckman

“Love Seneca location and class rooms. So
much brighter and better than at the dark
conference rooms at the old hotel.”
 – Doreen Hannon, Homewood Health
Centre.

“The venue at Seneca/York was perfect
(modern facilities, educational environment,
etc. Volunteers and staff were very helpful)
particularly the student assistants in each
session.”
– John Brenton, Seaway Marine Transport
“I really enjoyed the conference as well, and
I marveled at the smooth operation, wellfunctioning AV and Internet (the first things
to go awry at most conferences) and the great
friendliness of everyone. I especially was
impressed with the knowledge and decorum
of the many School of Business students
moderating sessions, who participated in the
sessions as well as facilitated them. Thank you
again for the generous invitation. I hope to
attend again next year!”


– Mel Beckman, via cell

Photos by Léo Lefebvre

We also recognize the long-term
commitment that Seneca has to the IBM
marketplace (through the curriculum
implemented by Prof. Russell Pangborn)
and also the commitment IBM has

Typical feedback seemed to indicate that
not only did attendees tolerate the change
in location, but they embraced it and
preferred it:

Other typical feedback was complimentary
to the venue:

Audience awaiting Keynote in SEQ 1206

6
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Typical TEC 2010 lab in TEL Building

www.sugarcrm.com • www.sugarforge.org
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IBM’s Ian Jarman presents award to Seneca Dean Mary Jo Gunter and IT Chair Evan Weaver
Both Seneca College and
Seneca Professor Russell
Pangborn received special
recognition
from
IBM
Academic Initiative during
the Meeting of Members with
Ian Jarman. Ian presented
Seneca IT School of Computer
Studies Chair Evan Weaver
and Seneca Dean Laura Jo
Gunter with a tiffany crystal
recognition award from the
IBM Academic Initiative.
This will be proudly displayed
in the Seneca showcase. In
addition, IBM singled out Prof.
Russell Pangborn and awarded
him a special recognition
plaque for his contributions.
Congratulations!

Prof. Russell Pangborn
receives Educational
Excellence Award from
IBM

8
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Photos by Léo Lefebvre

contains a colossal application portfolio
rooted in PHP and MySQL. In addition,
Commercial Open Source means that the
software is not only good and widely used,
but properly supported and licensed, so
it can fit any size of enterprise. IBM has
nurtured open source on IBM systems
through excellent support of LINUX,
Apache PHP (Zend) and MySQL.
For the first time, TUG conducted an
Executive Breakfast in conjunction with
the Schulich School of Business at York
University. It was held at the private dining
room in the Executive Learning Center.
What a success! Attendees said it was the
single most exciting breakfast in TUG
history. If you missed it, you really missed
out. The 55 person capacity crowd was filled
with “movers and shakers.” We had over
30 registered company IT execs, software
CEOs, local partner firm executives, private
investors, venture capital fund managers,
senior IT faculty and more. The session
was electric! Schulich offers a spectacular
backdrop for executive events, given it is
Canada’s top ranked MBA school and has
extraordinary modern and lavish executive
education faculties.
Larry Augustin Addresses TEC 2010
New Topics
While we still cherish our past and existing
partners, for TEC 2010 we polled our users
and community leaders to see what new
topics have traction and are interesting to
IBM users in 2010 and beyond. Two topics
stood out early and often. Initiated by our
RIM-sponsored blowout MoM with John
DeRoos, we saw early on in 2009 that the
TUG community was fascinated with all
things BlackBerry and mobile. How do we
extend our applications out to BlackBerry
and other mobile devices? We topped this
off with a visit to RIM DevCon in San
Francisco, where we witnessed first-hand
the magnitude, momentum, and energy
behind the mobile app dev market.
The second market, and one that gained
traction with the advent of the global
recession, was to use open source software
in commercial enterprises. The quality
of software, amount of traction, size of
communities, and rapid value to customers,
was what stood out. Open source has grown
up from its Linux/Apache roots and now
TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – June 2010
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Traffic at Kryos Booth in Kaleidoscope
Larry Augustin’s Commercial Open
Source message resonated with the
Executive Breakfast and TEC conference
keynote crowd. Larry is the commercial
open source frontiersman and venture
fund backer. He set about to convince
the audience that the time is right for
commercial open source. “Just as no one got
fired for buying IBM in earlier days, today
nobody gets fired for buying commercial
open source”. Larry argues convincingly
that Open Source is now widely accepted in
the enterprise, constitutes very high quality
software, and has the backing and tail
wind of the industry behind it. Attendees
seeing Larry left inspired and energized and
certain that they had been part of a classic
TUG moment!
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Here are some typical comments from the
conference evaluation sheets:
“Unmatched keynote speakers. Both of them. I
wish I had more of chance to talk to Larry
and Zeev afterwards.”
“Open Source theme – terrific and timely –
but I felt the techies would benefit from more
sessions with real life practical examples and
how-to instruction/demonstration of the
open source.”
“Top grade ‘traditional’ presenters (Jon Paris,
Susan Gantner, Alison Butterill, George Farr,
Joel Tendler and the others whom I didn’t
get to see) and the group from Kryos – all
enthusiastic and encouraging.”

“The fact that our Commercial Open Source
Exec Breakfast and Keynote with Larry
Augustin (CEO SugarCRM) – together with
our PHP Keynote with Zeev Suraski – were
all at capacity, is further testament that we
got our topics right.”
New Partnerships
We had excellent sponsor support from
old friends and Gold sponsors, such as
Databorough; Silver Sponsors such as MidRange, Lansa, Arcad, and IBM Rational;
and 19 excellent Bronze sponsors. See www.
tug.ca/tec/Sponsors.html. But adding new
partners creates new energy and excitement,
especially if they align with the chosen new
themes. We met up with Kryos though RIM
at the BlackBerry Developer Conference
in San Francisco. Kryos became the TEC
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Zeev Suraski addresses large group at TEC 2010
Photos by Léo Lefebvre

2010 Platinum sponsor and conducted
an entire track of well-attended mobile
enablement sessions.
“Kryos was delighted to be a part of the TEC
2010 and the event exceeded our expectations.
Our meetings and discussions with the
attendees were truly engaging and we very
much enjoyed discussing opportunities for
applying mobile technology to their business
processes. We established new contacts
and discovered a number of mutually
beneficial opportunities. Congratulations the
organizers and supporters of TEC 2010 on a
great event.”
– Shawn Derby, CEO
Kryos Systems
Based on the huge interest and popularity
of PHP on IBM i and other environments,
we formed close relations with Michael
Scarpato, Zend IBM Alliance Director,
and were able to entice Zeev Suraski, Zend
cofounder and co-author of PHP, to come
from Israel to attend TEC 2010. Here is
what Michael had to say:
Seneca’s Ewan Gibson video-taping the TEC 2010 keynote speakers

TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – June 2010

“The Toronto User Group’s 17th Annual
Technical Education Conference in April
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Special thanks to Linda Cole from the
IBM Toronto Lab. Although IBM has
always made a major contribution to
our TEC agenda and we have always
valued their cooperation, Linda and the
IBM Canada crew from Rational did an
exceptionally good job this year, providing
quality sessions and speakers and hosting
the fully attended open labs at IBM. Also,
we were able to secure extraordinary gifted
speakers for our AIX track, including Joel
Tendler and Jay Kruemcke. Feedback
from AIX-based attendees suggested
they were flabbergasted by the quality of

Joel Tendler @ TEC 2010
Photos by Léo Lefebvre

was a great success from Zend’s perspective.
In service of this year’s focus on commercial
open source, we were delighted that Zeev
Suraski (Zend’s co-founder and CTO) was
able to contribute a keynote session covering
Enterprise PHP as well as interactive
demos of the leading PHP development and
deployment solutions. As a return contributor
to the annual event, Zend was impressed by
the 3x increase in attendance, the high level
of participant engagement, and the insightful
questions during/after the sessions. Thanks
to the efforts of the TUG leadership and the
collaboration with Seneca College at York
University, the theme for the conference was
indeed realized: ‘The Odyssey Continues.’”
 – Michael Scarpato, Zend IBM Alliance
Director

Open Labs at the IBM Toronto Lab on Day 3
our speakers and sessions and will help us
reach out to the broader AIX community
next year and do so much earlier. Look for
TUG to have TEC 2011 plans in place by
September 2010.
It takes incredible energy and commitment
on behalf of a dedicated group of volunteers
to put an event like this together.
Meet our TEC 2010 committee: (Back
Row L-R:) Kumar Rajendra, Vaughn
Dragland, Dale Perkins, Ed Jowett,
Russell Pangborn, Tom Zamara, Jay
Burford, Ross Howatson, (Front Row
L-R:) Léo Lefebvre, Glenn Gundermann,
Mark Buchner, Wende Boddy, and Aziz
Saleh.

TEC 2010 Committee
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Thank you to all involved. We will keep
you posted on our TEC 2011 plans. And—
please consider joining the TEC 2011
committee! TG
TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – June 2010
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AGENDA
TUG MoM — JUNE 2, 2010

AGENDA AT A GLANCE
Time

Event

12:00 – 12:30

Registration & Pizza Lunch

12:30 –

1:30

AIX Presentation (NPIV or n-port id virtualization)

1:30 –

2:00

Additional Registration & Power Social

2:00 –

3:30

System Storage Trends for i Users with John Mascarenhas

LOCATION:
IBM Canada Ltd.

3600 Steeles Ave, Markham

IBM i storage technology has gone through a complete and
thorough technology evolution just as the system has. This
means very big technology changes under the covers. Running
storage systems with modem Power Systems is no longer
simply a matter of attaching internal SCSI disks and depending
on the built-in functionality of IBM i coupled with proprietary
HA tools. Today, it’s a matter of integration with SAN and NAS
storage that everyone else uses as well, coupled with standard

John Mascarenhas,
IBM Canada’s storage leader

system software for copy services, HA
and DR. So, it’s time for a thorough
review of the storage technologies
available today. What does this mean
to the average system i user? Should
they be interested or worried? John
Mascarenhas, IBM Canada’s storage
leader will walk us through a tutorial of
what is happening in the storage world
and what it means to you.

REGISTER ONLINE
Please register in advance at www.tug.ca/t_agenda.html
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Send your suggestions for future topics to: leo@tug.ca
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Seneca Update
By Russell Pangborn

H

I know a lot of people who are predictable
in their political reactions to events and
ideas and many others who either lean
towards the dark side of pessimism or the
sunny side of optimism when faced with
a new task. This writer is certainly not
exempt from predictability. My wife will
tell you she can forecast my reactions to a
lot of things as well. But, I only know one
person who can come up with the exact
same “one of a kind” joke five years after the
event. My friend Chris.

This revelation happened a few years ago and
for some reason is profoundly resonating
with me today as I observe the same old
tedious political reactions to problems in
the news. It would be nice to see less of the
same old reactions and more of a spirit of
working together to solve things.
For me, this is one time when watching
someone come up with the same reaction to
a set of stimuli is enjoyable—even amazing.
Here is what happened...
Léo Lefebvre

ow predictable are you? Do
you have a characteristic
knee jerk reaction to events?
If you are a liberal do you
automatically reject a conservative initiated
idea or vice versa? Are you always overly
pessimistic or excessively optimistic when
presented with new challenges? Is your
sense of humor such that you can come up
with the same “unique” joke today and then
that exact same joke a second time five years
from now in a similar situation?

Seneca student volunteers meet Zend founder at TEC 2010. (L-R:) Jia Zhang, Chinmay Patel, Zend’s
Zeev Suraski, Professor Russell Pangborn, Minoo Ziaei, and Sean Tracy. Missing are Frances Bello and
Stephanie Johnson (other lab aids that day).

16
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I take a lot of video—so much video that I
don’t have the energy to look for the exact
joke. But trust me—this happened.
Chris and I have children the same age
and we have joined in on a few of their
early birthday celebrations. At one of these
times, I had the video camera running as my
toddler was blindfolded and participating in
“pin the tail on the donkey”. That videotape
was assigned to a pile of videos to collect
several years of dust. My family might
have watched it once during that period of
time. Fortunately it was labeled. Five years
later on a visit to Chris’s side of town it
was grabbed for a little entertainment. We
could kill half an hour marveling on how
much our kids have changed in the last few
years—they do a lot of growing in those
early years.
Anyway, the scene came up with my son
lumbering around in the kitchen with
his blindfold. Chris came up with one of
his “off the wall” funny jokes that none
of us would have thought of, given the
circumstances.

We all laughed … and then heard Chris
say the exact same words on the video!
The video wasn’t even showing him, it was
showing my son. Our first reaction was to
shake our heads and ask—did that really
just happen? We had to replay the sequence
just to be sure.
Now that is predictability that you can
set your clock by. Maybe someone should
try an experiment on this one. Will Chris
come up with a similar joke to a different
set of stimuli if we widen the time span.
Let’s take a new video today
and wait for him to make
a joke about something
that is happening and
then not talk about it
and hide the video. Also,
he has to have no idea
that we are running
this experiment.
We could replay
the footage in
ten or fifteen
years... I really

want to know—will all of the words be
the same after ten years—they were after
five? If we wait fifteen years, will he think
of a uniquely “Chris type of joke,” but not
be able to get the words out in time as his
younger self beats him to the punch line?
Anyway, these are the weighty things
occupying my mind after the self imposed
pressure of hoping TEC at Seneca would
be different and a success. TEC is over
and I will start ramping up on my PHP
skills for the fall. But for now, summer is
just around the corner. I will start playing
baseball in a couple of men’s leagues
soon and my immediate task is to
figure out the optimum number of
years for running this experiment on
my friend Chris.
TG

Russell Pangborn is
a professor at Seneca
College, and a Director of
TUG. He can be reached
at russell.pangborn@
senecac.on.ca.
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TUG’s 22nd Annual
Charity Golf Classic
Proceeds to Bloorview Kids Rehab Centre

Thursday June 24th 2010
Glen Eagle Golf Club, Caledon
Tee-off Time 8:00 am
Cost: $130 per golfer
(including taxes)
Price includes greens fees, power cart,
and a delicious New York sirloin steak
and chicken dinner.
Limit 144 golfers.

For more information contact
the TUG office, Email: admin@tug.ca
Phone 905-607-2546 or 888-607-2546
REGISTER ONLINE at www.tug.ca/reg_golf.php

REGISTER ONLINE

PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
(We accept Master Card, Visa, and Amex)
Donations to our prize table would be greatly appreciated.
Sponsorship opportunities are also available.
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JACKIE's Forum

Date Ranges in DB2Web Query

M

y recent article on “Using Input Variables with DB2 Web
Query” prompted requests for
more in-depth information.
In this column I will concentrate on how
to implement queries using DB2 Web
Query in which the end user is prompted
to enter a date range for a report.

5) Select Parameter.
6) Enter your parameter name and your
prompt. (Figure 2.)
7) Save your report.
Jackie Jansen

This example assumes that your date is a
character or numeric field that is 8 long.
The differences for those of you using
SQL *DATE fields are addressed at the Figure
end of this column.
8)
Overview: The basic trick to prompting for
“From Date” and “To Date” parameters is
found on the selection criteria panel. What
you need to do is to drag your date field
onto the selection criteria panel twice. You
then need to create a different parameter
name for each occurrence of this field that
will be used for date filtering purposes.
Details: Here are the step-by-step details
needed to create your prompt screens and
filter your data:
1)

Start up Report Assistant or Graph
Assistant. This same technique works
in PowerPainter but the screens would
look quite different.
2) Drag your date field (A8_Date – in
this example) onto the selection
criteria panel twice.
3) For the first entry, change the
drop down box from EQUAL to
“GREATER THAN or EQUAL”.
Change the second drop down box
from EQUAL to “LESS THAN or
EQUAL”. (Figure 1.)
4) Click on the initial <Select values>
field.

Figure 1

20

by specifying the parameter as “FROM_
DATE.From Date (yyyymmdd).” Figure 4
shows the prompt screen the user will see.
2
Your users will now be prompted for
From and To Dates when they choose
to run this report. (Figures 3 & 4.)

Figure 3
Additional Tips: The system will
automatically add a prefix of “&” to your
parameter name to indicate a field that
will be passed to the report either via user
input or from another drill down report.
The field &ParameterName can be used in
calculations and as an output field in the
report.
To add a prompt to your parameter, use
periods (“.”) to indicate the beginning and
end of the prompt. i.e., “FROM_DATE.
Enter Date.” is a valid entry and will
generate a parameter &FROM_DATE and
prompt the user with “Enter Date”.
If your user might not
know how to format
their date you can
use your prompt to
assist them. In this example the user is told
to enter the date with
the year first and no
separation characters

SQL DATE type fields: If your date
field is stored as an SQL date you would
want your user prompt to be “From
Date (yyyy/mm/dd)”. With an SQL
date type field or a DB2 Web Query
smart date you have an additional option for your input
parameter. Using
HTML
Layout
Painter in Developers Workbench
you can specify that
your date prompt
uses a calendar icon
similar to what you
see in many Web
applications. This is a really nice interface for users but it does not work with
legacy date fields.

Figure 4
If you have any other DB2 Web Query
questions you would like explained drop
me a note. Many of my columns, such as
this one, are written based on specific user
questions. Good luck and have fun! TG
Jackie Jansen is the IBM i
Solutions Manager for Information
Builders specializing in DB2 Web
Query. Jackie is a frequent speaker
at Technical Conferences and User
Group meetings. Contact her at
jackie_jansen@ibi.com.
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GOLD PAGE
IBM Training – Canada

LEARN ANYWHERE YOU CHOOSE
no travel required

LANSA Inc.
5955 Airport Rd, Suite 306
Mississauga, ON L4V 1R9
Tel: 905 - 677-1690
Fax: 905- 677- 9787

www.lansa.com

www.ibm.com/ca/teach
1-800-IBM-TEACH (1-800-426-8322)

___________________
Scalar Decisions Inc.
408 – 36 Toronto Street
Toronto ON, M5C 2C5
416.202.0020
www.scalar.com

6950 Creditview Road
Unit 2
Mississauga, Ontario
L5N 0A6
Tel: 905-812-4500
Fax: 905-812-4548

Enabling Your Organization
to Increase Agility
and Work Smarter with
 Enhanced Integration
 Improved Connectivity
 Dynamic Business Processes

www.ibm.com/websphere
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NOTES
Upcoming Events
June 2, 2010: TUG MoM

Door Prize Winners at TEC 2010
Winner

Company

Prize Giver

Topic:
 System Storage Trends

Jackie Brynes

Blacks Photo

Maximum Availability

Gloria Rees

Seneca Gaming

MKS

Location:
 IBM Canada (3600 Steeles)

Brenda Gagnie

B Gagnier Consulting

Precision E Business

Sethepalli Rao

Samuel Son

IBM

Kevin Pennells

World Vision

Kyros

Li Mao-Hua

Seneca College

Kyros

Karim Panjwani

Samuel Son & Co Ltd

Kyros

Oliver Maljkovc

Samuel Son & Co Ltd

ARCAD

SrdJan Ostojic

Samuel Son & Co Ltd

Help Systems

Varsha Kambli

Erb Transport

TUG

Speaker:
 John Mascarenhas

Time:
 Registration at 12:00 noon
June 24, 2010: TUG Golf Classic
Sept 22, 2010: TUG MoM
Nov 17, 2010: TUG MoM

Reminder

Please remember to register on-line for
each Meeting of Members. It helps us to
plan for seating and food, and you could
win a fabulous door prize!

(*Also, a nice bottle of French wine was given by Arcad, but we
didn’t capture the winner’s name.)

Door prize winners at the April MoM

The last MoM was held on the evening of Day 1 at TEC
2010. The door prize winners were: Karim Panjwani (Technical
Specialist at Samuel, Son & Co Ltd.), and Kevin Bush (IT
Supervisor at Halton Hills Hydro.)

Find TUG on Facebook

We like to keep as many channels open as possible with our members, so we have created a TUG group within Facebook. Check it
out at www.facebook.com. You’ll probably find that many of your
friends are already there!

Run for Office at TUG!

Elections are coming up! If you would like to serve on TUG’s
volunteer Board of Directors, call the TUG office to get your
name on the ballot (905-607-2546). TUG Directors serve for a
term of 2 years...
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Outsourcing• Hosting • Disaster Recovery • Co-Location • Infrastructure

Since 1988

905-940-1814 | Toll-Free: 800-668-6470 | midrange.ca
Servers & Storage | Disaster Recovery | Outsourcing | Hosting | JD Edwards | Consumables | Training & Education

Three steps to
marketing prowess:
1. Fear the wolf.
2. Dance with the wolf.
3. Become the wolf.

Release the
inner wolf
in your company.
Advertise
in the
TUG eZine.

e Z i n e

We are tightly focused on the Power Systems space.
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